How To Earn $150 A Day Every
Day Like Clockwork With Bum Marketing
In Less Than 30 Days! by George Pierce
First Up - The Two Secrets To Bum Marketing
What most people don't understand is that you don't have to get
everything right all the time with bum marketing. You don't have to
be right all the time, you don't have to be perfect all the time, you
don't have to be the greatest marketer of all time to make bum
marketing work for you.
That's the great thing.
You can be a complete beginner to bum marketing and Internet
marketing and still make more money than many of the so called
guru's. This is why I'm such a fan of bum marketing and why I have
gotten my family and friends onto bum marketing.

I discovered this method many years ago. It worked, in fact,
it worked better than any other method that I had tried.
- This is a free overview that explains the whole bum marketing
process..
The first secret to bum marketing is....
Super Fast Writing
It sounds simple I know. But how many of you sit there and take 4
hours to write one article? You can't do that. You need to churn out 5
articles an hour, at least.
Don't sit there and go "I can't do that". Because you can.

I can write 5 articles an hour and still have time leftover. I use an
article spinner. Speed is essential.

The secret to writing articles fast is not thinking. Don't sit there and
thin a out the artic e for
minutes efore writing it
y secret
is to fin a rea y written artic es spin those artic es an a them to
one of my sites
It doesn't matter what topic it is, this method will work.

What I do is get the list of keywords I want to write articles for and
then use my search box to find the articles for topics similar
to mine.
What people don't understand is that all the research is done for you.
Your job is basically an article re writer. Every article topic imaginable

Has already beeh researched and written.

All you have to do is read the article and put it into your own words.

Or use an article spinner, which you can use for free.
It's that simple.
ou o not have to ma e your artic es something ama ing if you fo ow
my ea these artic es are a rea y ama ing
You simple re-write them quickly.
QUICK. Quickly. Re-write like lightning. Force yourself to sit down
and re-write 5 articles every hour.

Why I say this is because the bum marketer with the most articles
out there getting hits and traffic is going to win. To win, you don't
need the best articles, you need the most articles.
Understand this.
YOU need to generate a lot of articles.

Base each article around a keyword phrase. Include that
keyword phrase in your article (1/2% to 1% saturation), and
use the keyword phrase in your keywords in the metasection.
You do not need long articles. 350 to 500 words will work. However,
fin that the search engines seem to i e artic es that are over
wor s est
No fluff.
Imagine being able to get out 50 articles a day. 50 articles every day.
Let's say you do that 5 days a week.
That's 250 articles a week and this is very doable, even part time. To
be the best bum marketer out there, you can't expect to win by
doing less then your competition.
You need to work harder then your competitors.
You only have to do this for 6 months or 12 months full time and you
will have a nice ongoing income for many, many years to come.
You could easily work really hard for 6 months, get out 50 articles a
day then take the next 6 months off.
Imagine only having to work 6 months of the year and the rest of the
year your income is taken care of.
You will be getting checks for years to come from work you did

years ago.
I still do from articles I wrote many years ago.
Speed! Speed is the #1 key to being the most successful bum
marketer on the Internet. Work hard now and you will be the richest
bum marketer on the Internet in 6 or 12 months.

The second secret is....

Keywords.
Search engines love content and content sites. Basing
your content around keywords is the backbone of the
bum marketing method. Find niches or sub-niches with
good search volume and less competition, then produce
articles that cover every keyword phrase.
Whatever your prospective visitor might type into their
search box when looking for your kind of content, you are
going to have an article for them.

How to earn $150 a day within a month.
Step 1 - Find 5 products to promote
Clickbank.com is a good start to
find products to promote. There are new products being added daily.
Make sure they pay you enough for your time. Don't promote a
product that pays you peanuts. It's not worth it especially if their are
more products out there that pay you better.

Step 2 Do Niche Research
Not every product is worth promoting. Niche research is finding
keywords with reasonable search to good search with low
competition. In most cases, even products with high competition
will have keywords and phrases that have less competition.
Be creative, if that does not work, try a bulk keyword tool such as
Keyword Sheeter (it is free). If you still cannot find desirable keywords.
go on to another product.
Step 3 Create articles
Create articles and more articles and more articles. Each article, as
mentioned is based on a keyword phrase.
Create your website and upload your articles.
Step 4 Check your results
When you have produced several hundred articles, you should be
seeing traffic. Your traffic is free targeted organic traffic, literally the
best traffic! As your content grows, your traffic will also grow.
If you would like to learn more about the Bum Marketing Method,
and how I use it...if you would like to see this method in action,
I invite you to watch my video training series, How To Earn
$150 A Day From Home: https://youtu.be/fJeJHvhYqPE

